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hended distinctly enough to settle every great question that
can arise. When then the appeal is made to these, we
determine, without any discrepancy, the right of the state to
teft.ch its religion, and the wrong of the state in persecution.
Religion may be taught as a means to the highest civilization ; but when persecution is employed in its support, it
ceases to be a means, but becomes an end, to maintain
which civilization itself is overborne.

ARTICLE IV.
THE MOSAIC NARRATIVE OF THE CREATION CONSIDERED
GRAMMATICALLY AND IN ITS UELATIONS TO SCIENCE.
By E. P. Barrows, Professor nt Andover.

By the discoveries of geology the Mosaic narrative of the
creation has been invested with new and extraordinary interest. These revelations, as might have been anticipated from
the history of all past discoveries in science that touch upon
the sphere of revelation, have been treated in two opposite
and extreme methods, both of them alike uncandid and unphilosophical. One class of men take the position of entirely
neglecting the facts of geology; generally on the ground
that the science is yet in its infancy, that its cultivators are
at variance among themselves, and that everything which
pertains to it is uncertain. But if these men would make
themselves acquainted with the subject, at least in its outlines, they would learn that it is the certainty of the great
facts of geology which furnishes a basis for all the controversies among its teachers and expounders; the problem being, not whether they are sustained by valid evidence, but
how they are to be accounted for. They would further learn,
that while they have been disregarding these facts, others
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have been making themselves masters of them, and spreading, everywhere, the knowledge of them; and that they are
the very facts which have the nearest relation to the Mosaic
narrative.
Another clus of men, receiving the facts of geology, have
hastily turned them against the sacred narrative; not considering that a record, snstained by such a mighty mue of
evidence, justly demands of them that they should, first of all,
make a candid and earnest attempt to hannonize with its
statements the discoveries of the science; not understanding
that the principle of setting aside evidence of one kind, that
stands firm upon its own foundation, by evidence of another
kind and resting upon another foundation, is radically unsound, since it is far more probable that some mistake has
been made in interpreting the relation of the two classes of
evidence to each other, than that God has arrayed irrefragable proof against irrefragable proof, in a contradictory way;
and forgetting, moreover, that many discoveries of science
that have been claimed, at the outset, as being on the side
of skepticism, have afterwards been found to be on the side
of faith.
The true inquirer after troth will avoid both of these extremes. He will not shut his eyes to the revelations of sci.
ence, because the work of hannonizing them with the inspired record costs him some labor, and some sacrifice, it may
be, of old pre-judgments i nor will he make his faith in the
Bible to rest upon the narrow foundation of his success in
this work. If he cannot solve existing difficulties, he will
wait, in a believing and patient spirit, for more light.
This we believe to be the position of multitudes, at the
present time, in respect to the Mosaic account of the creation. They have no idea of throwing away their faith in
Moses as an inspired historian, any more than they have of
substituting gas-light for sun-light in agriculture. But they
have given sufficient attention to the science of geology to
understand fully that, however many questions pertaining to
it may be yet uncertain and matters of controversy, its grand
facts are, lik.e the granite beds which underlie its strata, im-
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movably settled by extended and patient investigation and
induction. In their controversies with unbelievers, they have
been in the habit of insisting much and earnestly upon the
duty of candor in the treatment of evidence; and it would be,
in their judgment, a very miserable example of candor to reject or set aside the true significance of facts which they have
no power to gainsay.
It is with feelings such as these that we addres! ourselves
to the work of interpreting the Mosaic narrative of the creation. We wish it to be understood at the outset, that we do
not stake our faith in its plenary inspiration upon any theory
we may adopt for bringing into harmony with it the discoveries of science. We receive it with all our heart as being, in
the fullest sense, a revelation from God, and we shall continue so to receive it, though our method of reconciliation be
found, upon further investigation, to be untenable. Should
our views elicit any criticism, as is apt to be the case with
discust!ions on this subject, we trust we shall have grace to
bear it patiently, since the thoughts of an author, when committed to the public, become the property of the public, and,
as such, may be freely discussed and controverted j all that
he has a right to claim being a fair and candid statement of
his positions and arguments.
Our plan includes a grammatical exposition of the narrative, and an inquiry concerning its relaticms to science. The
grammatical exposition comes first in order, and constitutes
the foundation of the scientific inquiry j for unless we
know the true meaning of the record, interpreted according to
the laws of language, we cannot intelligently affinn anything respecting its relations to science. In the performance
of this first part of our work, it is necessary carefully to guard
against the introduction of modern ideas; for we propose to
ascertain, not what are our views of creation, but what the
sacred writer has said concerning it. Violently to warp a
Hebrew verb or phrase into an agreement with some one
of our scientific formulas, will not be interpreting the Divine
record, but "walking in craftiness," and" handling the word
of God deceitfully." We must, as far as we are able, put
63-
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ourselves back into the age of the writer, and look at his narrative not from our present position, but from that which he
occupied.
But when we have done this, no man may lawfnlly forbid
our comparing the record, thus grammatically interpreted,
with the discoveries of modem science, and gaining from
modern science new and deeper views respecting the troths
which underlie ita statements. To make this plain, let us
take a declaration of the Old Testament familiar to all:
" The world also is established, that it cannot be moved." 1
One clasa of expositors, rightly undentanding the terms of
this propoeition in their natural and ordinary signification,
but incorrectly receiving it as a statement, in scientific form,
of an astronomical truth, feel bound to condemn, as heretical,
the Copernican system, which places the 8UD in the centre,
and assigns to the earth two motion&. Our readers all understand that this is no ideal case, but a simple statement of
the decision of a congregation of cardinals, in the seventeenth
ce~tury. If, DOW, there should be another class of interpreters, receiving the modern doctrines of astronomy as indubitably true, but still holding on to the error that the words of
the Psalmist under consideration must be taken in a scientific Bense, they would, as the certain result, either reject the
proposition as false, or set themselves, perhaps unconsciously, to the work of forcing ita terms into an agreement
with the discoveries of science, by false exegesis like the
following: " II eltablilhed (Heb. j;:I)~); that is, not made
immovable, but made constant or Iteady in its course - in its
two motions, on its axis and around the sun; compare j~t J:!~;
not a spirit that never move., but one that is Iteady in its
motions." Again, on the words, "that it cannot be moved,"
we might have such a note as this: "cannot be moved; that
is, cannot be dist",.bed in its two revolutions." The enorof
such exegesis consists in its bringing into the sacred text
scientific fonns of truth. Here we beg leave to introduce a just
remark of Prof. Lewis, in respect to the three fonns of language, the simply phenomenal, the .cientijic, and the poeticaL
1

F.aim 93: 1.
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" Now in reference to these three kinds of lan!!Uage, 'We may say that the
Bible can employ, and does employ, most copiou~y, the first and the third j
but it cannot make U8e of the 6econd. The reason ill, that the adoption of
scientific language, as above defined, 'Would be an endorsement of its absolute correctness, 'Whilst the responsibility of no such endorsement could be
ever implied in the use ot the others." I

The moment we di5entangle ourselves from the error of
considering the passage in question as pledged to a scientific fonn of truth, all difficulty vanishes. In its relations to man,
" the world is established, that it cannot be moved." To his
apprehension, and to his uses, it is as firm and immovable
now as it was in the Psalmist's day. The scientific discovery
that the earth is continually moving in her orbit around the
sun, at the rate of sixty-eight thousand miles an hour, while
she revolves on her own axis once every day, does not make
her one whit the less immovable to us, who dwell upon her
surface. We have now brought science into harmony with
the inspired record, without sacrificing either to the other.
We have neither denied the authority of the Scriptures, nor
perverted their plain meaning, that astronomical discoveries
might stand; nor have we rejected these as repugnant to
revelation.
What has long since been achieved in the domain of astronomy, needs to be accomplished in that of geology. We
say not that the adjustment can be wholly effected in the
same specific way, that of regarding the Mosaic narrative as
simply phenomenal. We think that, in respect to the element of time, it will be necessary to bring in some other
principle or principles. Perhaps we are not yet far enough
advanced in our investigations to determine where the full
hannony is to be found; but we may confidently say that it
is to be sought mainly in the direction of those broad and
general principles of interpretation that pervade the sacred
volume, and not in that of mere philological research. Philology is indispensable to the work; for it gives us, as already remarked, the true contents of the record with which
I

Six Days of Creation, Chap. V. p. 42.
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the discoveries of science are to be harmonized; but it does
not, in all cases at least, itself furnish the principles of adjustment. l
In pursuance of the general plan which we have indicated,
we propose to connect with the grammatical interpretation
of the different sections of the Mosaic narrative, more or less
discussion respecting their relations to science, reserving for
special consideration, in a subsequent Article, the difficulties
which grow out of the modern science of geology.
EXPOSITION.

Gen. 1: 1. In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth.

In the beginning. In interpreting these words, metaphysical subtilty is out of place. The beginning here spoken of,
is plainly that of the heavens and the earth; though we need
not supply these words, or anything else.s The writer means
1 Of this the work of Prof. LewiJ, to which reference has already heen made,
furnishes many striking illustrations. What he says iu regnnl to the meaniug
of the word 1t1~' and of Gen. 1: 2, first clause; particularly tho qnestiou dis·
cussed in the eighteenth chapter: "What is meant by God's making the pIant
before it was in the earth 1" - all these, and many other discussions in the book,
rest on previous grammatical interpretations; while at tho same time the main
body of the work is occupied uot with philology, but with the discussion of philosophical principlcs of iurerpretation. The present article is not intended to be
a review of Prof. Lewis's treatise, but as we shall have frequent o<.'cll8ion to refer
to it in the conrse of our remarks, we wonld here say, once for all, that, while
we fully sympathize with him in his reverence for the Divine record as paramount to all human authority, and are, moreover, indebted to him for many val·
nablc suggestions, we feel ~on8trained to dissent from his vicws in some very im·
portant respects, on grounds which the reader will find stated in their proper
place.
2 Prof. Turner notices a refinement of Borne Jewish Rabbis, approved by Jarchi, who would render: "In the beginning of God's creating the heavens and the
carth, then the earth was empty and void," etc., on the ground that t1',#It":. is
always in the constmct state. On this Aben Ezra well remarks: .. They hlLve
forgotten the passage, Dent. 33: 21, il, l"I'~~1. 1t~~1." There is no gronnd for
ascribing to 1'1 ''# 1t"1 any such peculiarity. In the great majority of cases it is
used either liternlly or figuratively of fil'st·Ji'uit6, where, almost as a matter of
course, a specifying genitivc is added, 1\8 "the first fmits of thy rom," etc. Yet
in this signification it can stand absolurely, as well as any other noun; e. g. "The
oblation of the first fruits," Lev. 2: 12; ' .. He provided the first part for himself,"
Deut. 33: 21 ; "For the first fruits, and for the tithes" (with the article), Neh. 12:
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to assert, as we shall see under the word created, that God
brought them into being by his Ch. dive power; and, as this
was their beginning, so the act must necessarily have been
inthe beginning. The heavens andthe earth. These words are
to be understood, in their usual popular signification, of the
whole material creation which comes under the observation
of oW' senses. They commit the sacred record to no doctrine
respecting the time when angelic beings were created.
It remains to consider the force of the word created (Heb.
at;~ ). Prof. Lewis has taken the position that this word
never denotes making something out of nothing, but always the
fa8hioning of something which already exi&t&. On this point,
his assertions are very explicit and abundant. " We do not
at all deny," he says, "the fact of such creation out of
nothing, but it is a metaphysical tenet, to which we are
driven by the demands of the reason." 1 He fully admits
that the material universe must have had its beginning in a
primordial act of creation, but thinks that the beginning
spoken of in the present verse was not the beginning of matter, but the beginning of the fashioning of matter.
" The language seems not to denote a separate primordial
act, but to cover the whole process that follows. It suggests
to U8 the fashioning of something which, a.s fa.r as the rna·
terial is concerned, is already in existence as the subject of
the operation, or series of operations, afterwards described.
The beginning, then, is the beginning of this fashioning."
He elsewhere suggests that the chaos described in the
second verse (which he tal{es the liberty of transposing, and
putting before instead of after the beginning) "may have
been a rudimentary chaos, which had never yet assumed or·
der- such as we may suppose to have been the condition
of many an elemental world j or it may have been a chaos
44. 10 the sense of beginning1t also nRturally takes 0. specifying genitive j as,
.. 10 the beginning of the reign of Jehoiakim," etc., but here too it can stand absolotely. An example of erysto.lIino c1l'llmess is Iaa. 46.10: 1"1'")r;;!.I"1'-:?~'1l::? .,.~~,
"declaring from the beginning the end." There is no necessity, then, for departing from the simple nnd obvious construction of our Tersion, and nssuming hero
the construct state before the finite verb.
1 Six Dilys of Crention, Chnp. VI. p. 50.
I Ibid. pp. 45, 46.
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to which some world or system had been reduced from some
previously better state." 1
In accordance with this idea of the Mosaic creation, he
tells us that "the Hebrew word lit;;. rendered create. has
nothing abstract or metaphysical about it. It is as clearly
phenomenal as any word in the language. Its primary
meaning is to cut, hence to shat'e, shape, form, fashion." He
compares it with the German word 6chaffen, by which Luther
tran!!lates the Hebrew word, without seeming to understand
how completely this works against the theory he is maintaining. And he adds: "It is this idea of making, which consists in cutting, separation, and arrangement, by division of
what previously exists in a confused and disorderly state,
rather than a combining or a constructing of new and scattered elements." 2 Again:" It is the fashioning, constructing, forming, or making of something which already exists to
be formed, fashioned, etc., and is brought into order through ,
steps or degrees following each other in a regular methodical
series." a To crown all, he puts the Hebrew word lit;; (create) lower than .,~~ (form). After quoting Jer. 1: 5, "Before
I formed thee in the belly, I knew thee," he adds: "The word
.,~;, here employed, has more of the idea of fabrication, or
direct workmanship, than either 1"1'.:;~ (make) or lit;;;" in evidence of which he quotes Pi!. 9-1: 9. Gen. 2: 19. Amos 4: 13.
Jer. 10: 16.•
The same viewil he reaffirms in the Bibliotheca Sacra.
In answer to Prof. Dana's question: " We would ask Prof.
Lewis what Hebrew word he would substitute for the one
used, that would convey the precise idea of creation out of
nothing 1" he answers: "There is no such Hebrew word.
or root ; there is none such in the old Shemitic languages;
and the reason is, there is no such idea (working at least) in
the old Shemitic mind. The root bara is someti mes taken
to denote the making of ' a new thing in the earth,' but it is
ever as a new thing, not new matter." :I
Six Day. of Creation, Chap. VII. pp. 57, 58.
2 Ibid. Chap. VI. p. 48.
a Ihhl p. 50.
' Ibid. Chap. X. pp. 113, 11 ••
6 Vol. XIII. April, 1856, p. 475.
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Such are his positions in regard to this most important
word. Whether, now, we examine the true idea of God, as
revealed in the Hebrew Scriptures, or the usage of the word
I:t'"l~, we are, alike, conducted to very different results.
We begin with the Hebrew idea of God, so far as it has
a bearing on the present question.
The idea of creation, that is, the o~rrination of being, is
purely spiritual. We appreht'nd it, as Prof. Lewis justly
maintains, not by scientific investigation and discovery, but
by faith. It follows from this, that for receiving it our science gives us no advantage over Moses and the men of his
day. The tendency of moral degradation is to stupefy alike
the understanding and the conscience, and to obliterate all
spiritual ideas. But such a result does not follow from the
mere absence of scientific culture, aIt hough t his latter was
not wanting to Moses, a man" ;earned in all the wisdom of
the Egyptians." A Bound, practical, believing spirit, such as
was eminently characteristic of the Hebrew mind, is of more
importance here than high attainments in science and philosophy. Prof. Lewis speaks of "the modern metaphysical
sense of create, that is, of making something out of notlting,"
as " a metaphysical tenet, to which we are driven by the demands ofreason." 1 That this" metaphysical sense of create"
is not modern, cau be easily shown. But we hold that
the old Hebrew did not come at the idea of creation from
nothing in any abstract metaphysical way, as a necessary postulate of reason, but by a shorter and simpler road -faith
in tile true revelation wide" God himself !Lad made of !Lis own
being and attributes. Here it will be our privilege to draw
arguments from that chapter of Prof. Lewis's book, in which
he exposes, in a just and forcible way, the absurdity of ascribing the Mosaic cosmogony to the Egyptians and PhoemClans. In this chapter he shows how the pure and simple
monot heism of the Hebrews stands fort h, in t he Mosaic record,
in sharp contrast with all forms of polytheism and pantheism;
and he might have added dualism, which is a mongrel com1

Six Days of Creation, Chap. VI. p. 50.
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pound of polytheism and pantheism. That there is Olle absolute, selj-existe'lll" persoMi God, this is the doctrine which
constitutes the very 80ul and 8pirit of the Hebrew writers.
Let us now consider what ideas are immediately C01IlIected
with this doctrine; not what may be derived from it byabstract reasoning, but what lie, as it were, on its surface,
so that he who bolds the doctrine, must hold these ideas also.
God is a persoltal being. This view of his nature everywhere fills the sacred page i and it is utterly opposed to all
pantheistic schemes of emanation, which are only the division
and distribution of the original substance of Deity, to the
absolute exclusion of creation. The Hebrew always thought
of Jehovah as one indivisible, personal being. He never
conceived of either matter or mind as drawn out of God's
substance. He could only think of everything out of God as
called into being by God'~ power, without any attempt to
explain the mystery. On this point we need not dwell, since
Prof. Lewis holds it as firmly as ourselves. To the Hebrew,
the production of man's soul was not an emanation from God's
substance. It was a downright creation out of nothing.
It was the calling into being of a spirit, mysteriously united
with" the dust of the earth," but Dot made out of it, as was
the body it inhabited, nor out of anyt hing else whatever in
the universe. Here he had the idea of creation, in the strict
sense of the word, and could have no difficulty in extending
it to matter.
Again, God is self-existent and absolute. He exists in and
of himself, and must therefore be eternal and independent
in the highest conceivable sense of tbese words. And 88 a
self-existent, eternal, and independent being, he is ab,nhile;
that is, his nature and attributes are without any bounth.
His is not infinity in one direction, but in every direction;
infinity in duration, in presence, in power, in wisdom, in
knowledge, in holiness. He limits and controls all things,
but is himself limited and controlled by nothing.l With this
1 The existence of sin constitutes no ext'CJltion. It only implies that God
governs moral beings in accordnllce with the free nature which he has given
them.
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idea of God, the Hebrew Scriptures are filled to overflowing.
When Sarah had smiled at the annunciation that she should
bear a son in her old age, Jehovah rebuked her with the
question: "Is anything too hard for the Lord?" 1 Her sin
lay in limiting God's power. He will have her believe everything which he promises, without reasoning concerning his
ability to do it, because he is God. The same view the Hebrew Scriptures give of all of God's attributes. They are,
each and all together, without measure or end.
And this absolute, self-existent, personal God is one, and
there is nothing else like him. There arefinite persons, made in
his image,andthere is a finite,material world; but there is nothing like him in self-existence and absoluteness. The pure and
absolute monotheism of the Hebrews is as much opposed to
the idea of the eternal existence of matter out of God, as of
mind out of God. Were anything, out of God, self existent,
it would be independent of God in its being and attributes.
But the Hebrew conception, which fills the pages of the Old
Testament, is, that every existence whatever, out of God, is
absolutely at his disposal as the workmanship of his hands,
so that he can do with it what he will. There is not, in the
writings of Moses, any declaration that God is the Creator
of angels. Yet how absurd to suppose that, if one of the patriarchs had been asked: "Are angels eternal?" he would
have replied: " That is something of which I never thought;
but now that I reflect, I do not think they are eternal."
From his very conception of God, it followed, at once, that
they are God's workmanship. In the same way, he must
have thought of the material world. Not on]y did he not
conceive of any substance out of God, whether matter or
mind, as self-existent, and therefore coordinate with God in
being (which would have been the negative atate of nonreflection hinted at by Prof. Lewis),51 but he positively conceived of it as called into being by God's fiat, and dependent,
in its inmost essence, upon his absolute power. If the Hebrew did not speculate and spin subtle theories concerning
the origin of matter and the formation of the world, as did
1

Gen. 18: 14.
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the heathen philollopheJ'8, it was because he had, in God's
revelation, a perfect resting-place for his faith; and he
needed not, like Noah's dove, to be continually flying to and
fro, from one theory to another.
Thus, through faith in the true revelation which God has
made of himself to men, and not by any absbact metaphysical reasoning, he came to hold, in a very clear and positive way, the doctrine that God is the absolute authorof .. tlJe
heavens and the earth."
In the Mosaic narrative, says Prof. Lewis, contrasting it
with the heathen cosmogonies, "God is the supernatural
cawe, as well as the supernatural governor of nature." I
Very correct. And is he not, we ask, represented as the IIUpernatural cause, wiJJu:Ju,t any reserve Of' limitatiorl? Was it
possible for the Hebrew, with his conception of God's abgo..
lute ness, to stop short of the matter which underlies nature?
All the beathen cosmogonists did this; and thus they made
the absolute Creator of revelation only the first and greatest
of architect, ; constructing the world out of preexisting materials, just as wc take clay, and water, and lime, and sand,
and wood ,andoutofthem fashion a house, making the best we
can of materials furnbhed to hand, over whose nature we have
no direct control. But this heathen idea was not simply".
Hebmic, it was ami-Hebraic. To the Hebrew, God was the
absolutely supernatural cause of every jot and tittle that there
is in nature; and this. indudes matter, the very Bubstratwn of
nature.
We will bring this part of our discussion to a close by the
examination of a passage which we find in the ninetieth Psalm,
entitled, " A Prayer of Moses the man of God." In the second verse of this noble psalm, we read: " Before the mountains
were brought forth, or ever thou hadst formed II the earth and
the world, even from everlasting to everlasting, thou art God."
These words assert the eternity of God, in the full and absolute sense, in contrast with the limited duration of the world.
1

Six Days of Creation, Chap. XXII. p. 287.
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We care not how long a" growth or genesis" may be indicated
by the words ~.,~~ and ;~inr;t (though we think this is but
straining a figure), the main point is, that Moses puts God's
eternity before this growth absolutely; before the whole work
of bringing them into being, and not merely the closing
work, by which they were reduced to their present orderly
state. However many ages may have elapsed after the priM
mordial creation of matter, and through however many
changes it may have passed before the six Mosaic days,
Prof. Lewis justly holds that the entire process constitutes
one grand whole; 1 and it must be this whole, and not the
last part of it, that is set over against the absolute eternity
of God.
It cannot be justly said, in answer to this, that neither
Moses nor the men of his age ever once raised the question
whether matter is or is not eternal, as Prof. Lewis seems to
intimate in the words already quoted from the Bib. Sacra.
This, besides being in itself altogether improbable and unsustained by a particle of proof, is contrary, as we have shown,
to the positive, and not merely negative view of the Old
Testament, which everywhere represents aU finite being as
the product of God's creative power, and, as such, subject, in its inmost essence, to his absolute controL
From the Old Testament, this idea of an absolute Creator,
who is before nature and the author of nature, came down to
the writers of the New Testament, who exhibit it in its purity.
We will only consider the passage in Heb.ll: 3-" Through
faith we understand that the worlds were framed by the word
of God, so that things which are seen were not made of things
which do appear." To change the original text, from p.~ EJc
r/>atJlOp.eV6)V, not from things that appear, to lIC p.~ ~vop.E116)11, from things tlLat do not appear, things that are in their
nature invisible, on the authority of the Syriac and Vulgate
versions, without the warrant of a single Greek manuscript,
I "To God all his works must appear a totality, with none of those diacreta
degrees of cause and effect by which we are forced to measure, and even to conceive of, duration. In other words, tbe remotest natuml effect (or out-working) is
in the supernatnral rause thnt originates the whole inseparable chain." Six Daye
of Creation, Chap. XIV. p. 167.
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ill uncritical. It is far more probable that the translators
were influenced by their previously conceived views of its
meaning, than that they took it from a text of which no trace
is to be found. To suppose a transposition, not of the tex~
but of the sense, that is, that the former arrangement of the
words (JIo;' ~" I/>tuvoJUlICt)v) is used for the latter (~" p.~ 4uuvo~
JlCt)v), is, to say the least, altogether arbitrary and unnecessary.
Though it has the sanction of some high names, the name!
on the other side are more numerous, and no less high.! We
adhere to the English version as correct, and we understand
the writer as affirming that things seen t are the product of
God's creative word, in opposition to the idea that they
IIprung' from previous things that appeared, according to
the heathen doctrine of an endless cycle of changes in nature, produced by powers lying wholly within herself. But
we are willing to argue here ex concessis. According to Prof.
Lewis's version: "So that what is seen, came into being
from things that do not appear," it by no means follows
that these things which do not appear, are" invisible, immaterial, vital powers, principles, laws, U7r€pJ.l4TtICol )./yyo", spermatic words or ideas, call them what we will, which are
themselves the first and immediate creations of the Divine
word, going forth before any new agency of nature, whether
the universal or any particular nature_" 4 Whether this Platonic idea of created immaterial and invisible principles, out
of which come visible things, is in itself true or false, we
shall not inquire here. It is enough to say that it does not
suit the context here, and is, moreover, not a thing which we
understand by jaitll, using the word faith, as does the apostle
in this chapter, in a religious sense. Suck a derivation of
the seen from unseen created principles, is nowhere revealed
in God's word as an object of faith. It may involve the exer·
cise of a faith, but it is a faith resting npon the basis of
speculative philosophy, not Scripture. Much more natural
See Dc Wette in loro.
AC"orcling to another reading, rCJ ,B).Mrol"voV, that IDA.-d. ill s~en.
B The orib-inal word is reyovillBl, which denotes romiR!J into eri5I4Rre, in the
widest sense.
t Six Days or Crealion, Chap. XVIII. p. 22-&.
1
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is Ebrard's interpretation. Agreeing with Prof. Lewis as to
the rendering of the last clause," so that what is seen is
made of things unseen," but rejecting the Platonic idea as
"heterogeneous, although an approximation to the truth,"
he says: " We are yet led, by the expression word of God,
to think of the invisible creative powers which form, as it
were, the import of his word." 1 According to this view, then,
it. is the invisible creative powers that lie in God's being,
not the invisible created principles of Plato which God has
put into nature, that constitute the things UfUeen. Thus we
come, again, to the true idea of creation, by the power of
God, out of no previously existing materials.
We come, now, to the philological argument. Here
we begin by laying down three principles,-two of a general
nature, and the third having special reference to the Hebrew
language and its cognates.
1. All purely spiritual ideas are originally expressed by
analogies drawn from the world of sense. Probably not an
example can be fouod in any language of a word coined outright, to express such ideas as those now contained in the
words kolineSl, lin, regeneration, cause, or this very idea of
creation, now under consideration. It is not till the analogy
is lost sight of, that they become, to our apprehension, simple
spiritual terms. Here Prof. Lewis and ourselves are agreed.
His " ineffable fact," standing behind all phenomena as their
ground; his lI00Uf'£VOll, "not a phenomenon, not a thing that
appears, not a tking seen, not capable of being known by any
of the senses, not imagined, or conceivable, but understood,"
is precisely the spiritual idea of which we are speaking, and
which we are able to express only through an analogy drawn
from the world of sense. Thus the Greek ap,ap-rall6>, to miss,
as an arrow the mark, came naturally to signify to sin, which
is a purely spiritual idea. This alone is sufficient to show the
inconclusiveness of all that he says about the primary physical idea of tt~;, to cut, hence to shape. What if it did, originally, mean to cut, how does this prove that it was not tr(Jftl1

S

Commentary on the Hebrews, in loco.
Six Days of Creation, Cbap. VL pp. 47, 48.
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/erred to the idea of creating? According to hie etymology,
the German .chajfen had, originally, a similar physical meaning. Yet it is, and has long been, used to expre88 the" ineffable fact" of creation from nothing. Why should not the
Hebrew word be so used 1
2. What words, orginally expressing physical ideas, are
transferred in a given language to represent those which are
spiritual, is a question of fact, to be determined by observation, and not by a priori reasoning. The transfer will always
be natural, but different languages may employ different
analogies, and the eame language may have more analogies
than one for the same general idea. The idea of law, as applied to moral beings, is purely spiritual. The Hebrew word
n?ir.l, from M?in, to
teach, indicates law, as that which
shows men their duty'! The Greek vo~, from "I.,.",.,. to deal
out, assign, indicates the same, as that which is assigned to
each as duty. The Greek ~E(1'~<;, from TL~"1JU, to put, lay daunt,
and the German Gesetz, from setzen, to set, put, denote law
as something laid down, that is, established byauthority.1I
Greek usage, again, has introduced distinctions between
~E(1'~ and vO~, that are to be learned from observation
alone, and not from etymology.
The same variety of analogy prevails in respect to the
modes of expressing the idea of creation. That the German
schajfen is, in its origin, connected with schaben, to ,have, we
doubt not. But its more immediate connection seems to be
with schop/en (Heb. :I~~, to draw, as water from a well;
Greek, (1',,&:rrrw, to scoop, to dig; Eng. to scoop). The order of
significations in schop/en, is, to scoop 'Up; to draw, as water;
and then, by analogy, as we see in the derivatives &hop/er
and &hiipjung), to draw out 0/ Mtlting into being, that is, to
create. It is worthy of special notice, that the idea next underlying that of creation, in the strict sense of the word, is
not that of simply forming, or of separating, but rather that

,how,

1 But the more generic meaning' of the root "'1 ~ is to throlD, or C1Ut; whence
the different nsages of the verb, to lay formdatioM, to slwol, to MDlO, 10 IlJacA.
2 We omit the Latin ltz (whence the EnglilhlalD, and the French loi), because
its original meaning is a matter of dispute. But we prefer that of laying aOIDR.
See Smith's Latin Dictionary.
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of bringing out. We cannot express even" our modern metaphysical sense of create," without employing the word out,
or its equivalent. It is" making something out of nothing;"
nothing (in a negative, not in a positive sense) being, from
the necessity of the case, considered as that out of which it
is taken.
On the Latin creo we need not dwell. Its relation to
cresco, and our grow, is obvious. The order of meanings is:
to cause to grow; to cause to spring forth, as plants; then, to
~ spring forth into being. In this sense, whether used of
humM& relations, which man can create, or of Divine operations, it wholly loses the idea of growth by the gradual unfolding of a germinant principle: e. g. " Duo consules creati
sunt:" "Et creavit Deus hominem ad imaginem suam."
With regard to ~.,~, though there is reason to think that
it is nearly related to the English bear, and the Latin fero,
pario, paro, and the numerous cognate words in our western
languages, yet, with our present light, we are willing to ac- .
cept the idea of cutting, as its radical signification. Then
the order of ideas will be: to cut; to carve or hew out; then,
by analogy, to bring forth into being.! And is not this as
natural as either of the two previously named analogies?
3. In investigating the meaning which usage has given to
verbs in the Hebrew language and its cognates, we must
carefully distinguish between the different forms called conj'ugations, although this word very inadequately expresses
their true nature. 2 In many cases their meanings are but distantlyrelated,if at all.3 And where the etymologicalrelationis
clear, the ideas which usage has attached to them are often
very different. One conjugation often retains the original
physical idea, wholly or in part, while another has wholly
lost it. Take, for example, the root ':1~f' which the lexicographers tell us means, originally, to break; hence, to bend,
1 If we admit the opinion of some cminent philologists that ItTi!;", is related to
ItTao/lal, then its primitive meaning is not to found, but to get, to bri11!J into one'B
pD&session, BS wild land. See Rost's Greek Lexicon. However this may bc, we
are inclined to think that the idea of creation comes from that of foundillg.
~ The Hebrew term ;:';;~~ , building&, that is, formatiolls, is more nppropriate.
• As the Hiphil of this very word, which menns to faUen.
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aa the knee. In Kal, with the exception of the paasive participle, it signifies to kneel; in Hiphil, to cawe to lmeel, lUI
camels. But in Piel, the meaning is, to ble", Il8 God men,
and as men God or their fellows. The original connection
between the two ideaa of kneeli'W and ble88i1¥J'it is not hard to
show; but the former is wholly lost in Piel, Il8 also in Nlphal and Hithpael. Another familiar example is that of M'lj?,
which in Kal and Piel means to expect, wait for, but in Niphal, to be gatAet-ed together. We need not ptll'8ue this eubject further. Enough haa been said to show that in reuoning from the meaning of one conjugation to that of another,
etymology alone is no adequate guide. We ml18t inquire
what ideas 1l8age has attached to each. Etymology is a good
servant, but a bad master. He who mounts this PegasUB,
m1l8t keep it under bit and bridle, else it will run away with
him, and land him in a limbo of absnrditiee.
Weare now prepared to examine, by the light of the
above principle8, the meaning which usage haa attached to
the verb I:(:'~, in its different forms, omitting, Il8 wholly irrelevant, the Hiphil conjugation, which signifies to fatten.
It is used in Piel five times, always of huma" operations.
It is used in Kal and its passive Niphal,fortg-eigkt times,
always of Divine operations.
We begin with Piel. Here the idea of hewing, with various modifications, suits every passage: Josh. 17: 16," Getthee
up to the wood, and hew out for thyself there (='9 ~? ~~~~);
that is, hew out for thyself a place there. So also in the 18th
verse : "And thou 8halt hew it out" (;nDtj~.). After an interval of about eight hundred and fifty years, the word appears again in Ezekiel, 23: 47, " And the company shall
stone them with 8tones and hew (l'tj~~) them with their
swords." The two remaining cases occur in 21: 19 (Heb. 21:
24); and here the idea of cutting, or graving out is appropriate: " And, thou son of man, set thee two ways;" that
is, represent them to the people, whether actually on a tablet,
or in prophetic vision, "that the sword of the king of Babylon maycome: from one land shall they both come forth: and
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cut a hand;" that is, either make a finger-post, or, according to
others, grave a place; "at the head of the way to the city cut
it;" that is, at the head of the road to Jerusalem, where it
leaves that leading to Rabbath Ammon. We notice that
here, as in some other cases, the Piel conjugation retains the
original physical sense, which in the other conjugations is
wholly lost. l Compare Roediger's Gesen. Heb. Gram. § 61. 2.
We come now to Kal and its passive Niphal. Here we
find no trace of the original physical idea. In every case
the word is used of bringing into being by Divine po1Oer.
This definition consists of two parts: first, bringing into being. We do not say that it always means bringing substance into being from nothing. That which is created may be a miracu10us event, as in Num. 16: 30, " If
the Lord create a creation;" but in all· cases something is
produced that did not exist before.
But this does not constitute creation. So far as the outward form is concerned, man can produce many new things.
When the potter moulds clay into a vessel, he produces a
new fonn of matter. But he exerts no immediate and independent power upon matter. He works through its laws,
not above and beyond them; and when his vessel is completed, there is nothing whatever new, except only another
arrangement of old materials, through old powers and properties. Not so when our Saviour changed water into wine,
and called Lazarus from the grave; or when God made
plants and animals; or when he now regenerates men.
Here is the brin.:,aing into material nature and the created
spiritual world, of a power wit/tout both, above both, and the
author of both. This is what we mean by Divine power;
that is, power which is in its quality creative; for it is the
quality of the power exercised, and not its mere product in
time, to which we must have regard. When God destroyed
1 In rendering the ahove passages the ancient versions vary greatly. In
Joshua, the Targum of Jonathan has JJTtpaTV!; the Syriac, cJwose; the Arabic, in
v. 15, ckar, in v. 18, choose; the Seventy, ckar; the Vulgate, Cllt down. In Ezek.
23: 47, the Syrillc has .mite; all the rest, pierce. In Ezck. 21: 19 (Heb. 21: 24)
the rendcrings arc still more various.
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Korah and his company, he is said to have created a creatiOfl;
that is, created a new thing. Tha.t any new ,.w.taflce was produced in nature, we have no reason to believe. But there was
the exertion upon nature of a power wholly without and above
nature; 1 the very power that produced nature; and this
made it an act of creation, in the proper l!enl!e of the word.
Our proofs that this is the proper meaning of
and ita
passive ~.,~~, are few and simple.
Firlt, it cannot be by accident that these forms of the
verb, 80 abundantly U8ed, are fleVer once applied to A"matt
operatiom. The only explanation is, that they expre88 the
exercise of an incommunicable Divine prerogative. This can·
not lie in any separating, rearranging, and fashioning of old
materi.als. Such a fashioning may ofren be the result of
crea.tive power, but it is not itself creation. This word al·
ways carries the idea of a divine energy above nature. It is
worthy of special notice that while such words as m;~, to
make, and ~~, to form, are often used instead of ~;~, this
latter is never once used in their stead. The reason of this
is obvious. Divine power covers the whole field of human
operations. Sin only excepted, there is no sphere of action
peculiar to man, and needing its terms of merely human application. But human power does not cover the whole field
of Divine operations. God has his own incommunicable
sphere of activity, and, to the expression of this, the Hebrew
forms under consideration are conl!ecrated. In tbis respect,
the Hebrew ~.,~ is higher and more sacred not only than the
words ni:?~ and ~;, but also than our modem word create,
which we apply to human operations also.
&clYllllly, the idea above given is appropriate to all the
cases where lit." and its passive tt"1~ are used, which is not
true of any other definition, as will now be shown. To avoid
misapprehension, however, we wish here to remark that the
Hebrew's conception of creation, as of all God's works, is
preeminently phenomenal. We agree with Prof. Lewis that
he takes the effects, which offer themselves to his senses, and

Ill"

1 For Moses ccrt&inly did not repl'Clent this os on earthquake produced by
natural C&1l8e8.
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ascribes them directly to God as their author, without raising
any scientific que~tions respecting them. And this is philosophically correct. For let us take Prof. Lewis's formula:

P, pI, y, pB,

p, JI' .... ?

- ... X;

in which P represents the phenomenon that offers itself directly to the senses; pI, pB, etc., the series of second causes
lying back of it, to X, the immediate creative act of God;
and, to take a particular case, let P be the going back of the
Red Sea by a strong east wind. It mattered not, to the He.
brew, whether God created this wind directly, or whether his
miraculous act lay back of the wind, one, two, three, or more
stages. Of such a hidden series of second causes (if it achl.ally existed) he could know nothing. In simply referring the
wind to God's power, his faith was troth, and not delusion.
With this explanation, we affinn that the idea of the word
under consideration is always that of bringing into being by
Divine power.
We give the following synoptical view of the passages in
which 1!t?l1 or It?=t~ occurs. It is used,
I. Of the original creation: 1. of the world generally, or
parts of it: Gen. 1: 1. 1: 21. 2: 3. 2: 4. Ps. 89: 13 (Eng. version, 89: 12). 148: 6. !sa. 40: 26. 40: 28. 42: $. 45: 18 (bis).
Amos 4: 13. Here we would also place Isa. 45: 7 (bis) ;
making fourteen times in all. 2. Of rational man: Gen. 1:
27 (ter). 5: 1. 6: 2 (bis). 6: 7. Deut. 4: 32. Isa. 46:12. Eccl.
12: 1. Mal. 2: 10. Here also we may conveniently place
Ps. 89: 48 (Eng. version, 89: 47); twelve times.
IL Of a subsequent creatilm: 1. Of the successive generations of men: Ps.102: 19 (Eng. version, 102: 18); and of animal
beings, Ps. 104: 30. 2. Of nations under the figure of individuals: Ezek. 21: 35 (Eng. version, 21: 30). 28: 13. 28: 16 ;
three times, in Ezekiel only. 3. Of particular men, as the
instruments of God's purposes: Iso.. 54:16 (bis). 4. Of miraculous events: Ex. 34: 10. Num. 16: 30. Jer. 31: 22.
6. Of events foretold in prophecy: !sa.. 48: 7.
III. Of creation in a moral sense: 1. Of a clean heart and
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holy affections and actions: Ps. 51: 12 (Eng. version, 51: 10).
Isa. 45: 8. 57: 19. 2. Of Israel as ('-.od's covenant people,
or of a mem ber of Israel: 180.. 43: 1. 43: 7. 43: 15.
3. Of a
new and glorious order of things for Israel and in Israel:
Isa. 4: 5. 41: 20. 65: 17. 65: 18 (bia).
An examination of the above passages (half of which relate to the original creation) will show that in every instance
, the idea is that of bringing into being by Divine power.
Whether that which is created is new matter, or something
else that is new, must be determined by the context. We
add a few remarks on particular passages.
Very noticeable is Gen. 2: 3: " Which God created to make"
(n'iz)~ Q"'''~~ l!t;~ "lr;~). It represents the making as a product of creating, and clearly distinguishes between the two
ideas.
The passage Isa. 45: 7: "I form the light, and create dark·
ness; I make peace, and create evil," represents God as
the absolute author and confrollerof nature and of providence.
It belongs, therefore, partly at least, to the head of " original
creation."
Of the passages under II. 1, we simply remark that the
Hebrew always conceives of life, whether animal orrationa~as
the product of God's creative power, wi1houtoccupying himself
with any theory respecting the traduction of souls by natwal
generation. Such is preeminently the representation in Ps.
104: 30: "Thou sendest forth 1hy Spirit; they are created."
Here we have the same life-giving Spirit that originally created the various races of living beings.
Gesenius's definition of ~;1~ here, and in the passages of
Ezekiel, " to be born," is wholly unwarranted. In Scripture,
a birth always implies the creation of a living soul.!
Peculiar to Isaiah is the application of the word to Israel
as God's people in a special sense, and constituted such by
the exercise of his Divine power and sovereignty; and to the
renovation of heaven and earth for Israel. Though this uSH,:,<TC
1 "Ac('ording to the doctrine of Scripture, nil life, not only that which is intellectual and spiritual, but that whidl is physical also, is from God, the fountain
oflife."-Hengstcnbcrg on Ps, 104: 30.
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is in a sense figurative, it still retains the essential idea of
something produced by the exercise of that incommunicable
power by which God called the world into being. In not a
single one of all the above cases is Ilt~~ "the fashioning,
constructing, forming, or making of something which already exists to be formed, fashioned, etc.," according to Prof.
Lewis's definition of the word.
We bring this discussion to a close by repeating the words
of the Psalmist, Ps. 148: 5, "He commanded and they were
created." Bringing into being by an act of the Divine will
- this is creation.
The relation of the first verse to the subsequent narrative,
will be given in connection with the interpretation of the
second verse.
V. 2. And the earth was empty and.void j and darkness was upon the face
of the deep: and the Spirit of God was hovering upon the face of the waters.

Empty and void (~n~, ~nh). The word ~nr.,. is of pretty frequent occurrence. It always denotes nothingness or vanity,
generally in a moral sense, but sometimes, as here, in a physical. In the latter case, the idea is always that of emptinel"s:
"He stretcheth the north upon emptiness (~nr.,-,~); he hangeth the earth upon nothing." 1 "And he causeth them to
wander in emptiness (~nhr), where there is no way." 2 The
idea of formlessness, though implied, is not directly expressed.
The other word occurs in but two other passages, where, as
here, it is joined with ~nr.,. One of these (Jer. 4: 23) being
copied from the present, gives us no new light respecting its
meaning. From the other passage (Isa. 34: 11-" He shall
stretch out upon it the line of emptiness and the plummet
of nothingness"). we infer that it is of similar signification,
and is added for the sake of intensity, the two words in the
original making a complete rhyme.
The deep (oin::,) must be the abyss of waters that covered
the whole earth. The word is of very frequent occurrence in
the Hebrew Scriptures, and never has any other signification.
1

Job 26: i.

VOL.

2

Job 12: 24. PH. 107: 40.

XIII. No. 52.
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To make the deep and the water, a limitless mass of gaseous
elements, is to force upon them a meaning which they will
not bear. The waters of this verse are manifestly the waters
which are divided, in vs.6 and 7, and gathered into one place,
in v. 9. The geological hypotheses relating to this and the
six following verses, will be noticed in a subsequent Article.
And the Spirit of God was hovering, or, Wal brooding.
The word rendered hovering, occurs in Deut. 32: 11, where
our ttanslators have used the word fluttering, after the Latin
voiUa.'IU. Whether we assign to it the idea of brooding I or
of hovering, it indicates the active operation of God's Spirit
upon the unformed mass. He was at work preparing it for
its future orderly arrangement. This certainly excludes the
idea of a momentary or brief state of the earth. Whatever
theory of the six days we adopt, we must admit that the socalled chaotic period was one of indefinite extent.
It remains to consider the relation of this verse to the preceding. Prof. Lewis renders: For the eart}, was without
form, etc., and explain.-5 the force of for, which he has
substituted for and, thus: " In thc beginning God created,
that is,fashioned,jormed, reduced to order. And why? Because the earth, which was to be created, was then without
form and void. It was a fit subject for such a process." 51
This is wholly arbitrary and ungrammatical. The conjunction 1 never has, in itself, the signification of for, any more
than of but, thcreforc, etc. If, in rendering, we substitute one of these words for it, it is because we wish to indicate the connection more definitely than the Hebrew has
done. But this connection we never learn from the 1 alone,
which still means and. It must be manifest, from the nature
of the clause and its relation to the preceding, evcn wllcn tl&e
1

.A!l 'Milton, in a beautiful figure suggested by this passage.

" Thou from the first
WB8t present. lind with migbt\" wings outspread,
Dove-like 8at'~t brooding on t&e vast abyss,

And mad'st it pregnant."

Basil, long before, in his second bomily on the Six Days, had dcyeloped the
lame idea.
S Six Days of Creation, Chap. VII. p. 56.
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word" and" is retained. This is the decisive test. We subjoin some examples:-" Let them curse, and do thou blessj"l
that is, as every one sees: "Let them curse, but do thou bless."
" How excellent is thy loving-kindness, 0 God! and the
children of men put their trust under the shadow of thy
wings j '" where our translators have put therefore for and.
" Behold! thou art a dead man, because of the woman
'\Thorn thou hast taken, and she is a man's wife j ". that is,
"and, at the same time, she is a man's wife j" where our
idiom naturally substitutes for. It is only before such calUal
clauses that we can put for instead of and.' When the Hebrew wishes to indicate causality in a direct way, it uses .,~.
Arbitrarily to substitute for instead of and, is to reduce the
Hebrew language to the very chaos described in the present
verse. In the words: " And the earth was empty and void,"
we have an indication of sequence, but none whatever of
calUality. We must insist, therefore, upon restoring the word
and to its lawful place.
We understand, then, the first verse as affinning the creation of heaven and earth, in respect to their elements or matter; and the second, as describing the condition of these
elements, in relation to the earth, before the six days' work
that followed. If one' object to this view that the formation
of the heavens was the work of the second day, we answer:
This is bringing into the Hebrew Scriptures a subtiltytowhich
they are strangers. It was the heavens and the earth in an
unformed state, which God created in the beginning. We
close our discussion of this verse with the following pertinent
remarks of Tuch. After a statement of the true idea of tt;~.
as that of creation out of nothing (Schopfung aus Nichts),
he adds:
" But more decisive is the connection in which tt;~ stands.
For, when it is said: 'In the beginning God created heaven
and earth; the earth was waste and empty j darkness covered the waters,' etc. ; what can this mean, except: God
Pa. 109: 28.
2 Pa. 36: 8 (English version, 36: 7).
a Gen. 20: 3.
See Ges. Heb. Lex. Art. • ('), where, however, some of his examples are
irrelovant.
1

6
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created, in the beginning of the creation, as the first act of the
same, t he matter (Stoff) of heaven and earth, yet unseparated
and unarranged; to separate, arrange and fashion which,
was the well-ordered work of the six days of creation. To
hold this conclusion as erroneous (as do Buttmann and others), is so much the more impossible, because the second verse
decidedly continues the narration i so that ver. 1 cannot be
a superscription which prefixes to the narrative a summary
view of the whole. God accordingly remains Creator of this
matter i and, although the Hebrew theory of creation, like
other cosmogonies, certainly places a chaos at the head, it
yet presents an essential difference in this respect, that it does
not make the chaotic matter coordinate with the Deity as
eternal, but strictly subordinates it to the one only eternal
and self-existent God." 1
V. S. And God aid, Let there be light, and there was light.

"He spake, and it was done i he commanded, and it
stood fast" - this is the idea that fills this narrative. Everything is referred to the creative will of God. Darkness covered thE: deep: God commanded, and light shone upon the
deep. Whether it was now, for the first time, created in its
essence, by his will i or whether, by his will, it now began to
shine upon the face of thc earth, the sacred record does not
determine. See our remarks, p. 763.
V. 4. And God saw the light, that it was good: and God divided between
the light and the darkness.

God saw . .. that it was good. These words, so often repeated in the course of the narrative, express, after the manner of human conception, God's complacency in every part
of his work. What was the division which God made between the light and the darkness, we learn from the next
verse. It was that of day and night.
1

Tuch, Kommentar iib(r die Genesis, in loco.
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V. 5. And God called the light Day, and the darknel!l he called Night:
and there was evening, and there was morning, one day.

God called the light Day, the darkness Night; the
firmament, Heavens; the dry land, Earth; the collection
of waters, Seas; and our first parents, Adam, that is, Man.
He brought to Adam the lower animals, "to see what he
would call them." Adam gave names to them all, and his
wife he called Woman, and Eve. The bare perusal of this
catalogue of names is sufficient to show that they are all to
be taken in their literal and ordinary sense. They are the
current names of well known objects. The Day and Night
here spoken of can be no other than the alternate periods of
light and darkness to which we now give these names.
In what scnse did God give these names? It is commonly answered: In his Divine purpose.t When he made
the objects, he appointed them to bear these names, when
man should be created and endowed with the gift of speech.
But when we consider how conspicuous a place the giving
of names holds in this brief narrative, and especially the fact
that God himself assigns some of them, and lays upon
Adam the work of assigning others, it seems as if something more were intended. We find Adam, from the beginning, in the possession of language, and holding converse
with his Maker. This implies that God did not wait for him
to develop speech by the unaided exercise of his faculties,
but communicated it to him directly, in its elements at least,
as a necessary gift. Why may we not, then, suppose that
these are among the namcs which God, in some way, taught
Adam? That they are mentioned before his formation,
creates no real difficulty. This is a natural anticipation.
Besides, the objection lies, with equal force, against every
other hypothesis. All the names assigned seem to be significant of qualities, as t:l~';lt;i ,high, exactly like the English
heaven, and the German Lufl.
And there was evening, and there was morning, one day. The
exactly literal rendering of the original is : And evening was,
I

Compare Epb. 1: ,.
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and morning was, one day. All the nouns are without the
article, and should be 80 translated. There is no necessity
for taking .,,,~ (one) in the sense of iid~: (first). It has its
proper cardinal signification, thus: "There was evening,
and there was morning, one day;" "There was evening,
and there was morning, a second day;" and so on to the
sixth day, where the article is used emphatically. The
meaning of these words cannot be simply: "Evening and
morning were one day;" that is, made one day. If the verb
n~::, had no other office than that of the logical copula, its
repetition would be altogether without precedent or explanation. It is manifest that the writer means to affirm, separately, the existence of evening and of morning. Nor is it
congruous to translate: "There was evening, and there was
morning, on one day." The best explanation is that which
takes the words" one day" as standing in a sort of apposition to the preceding; so that the whole is an abbreviated
expression for: "There was evening, and there was morning; and these were one day." So the Seventy: leal e.yar
£TO ECT7f'Epa, /Cal e.yEv£TO 7T'pwt, .fJfdpa ",la.
In this formula, six
times repeated, the evening, as introducing the night, and
the morning as introducing the day, represent the night and
the day themselves; and this is applied, for the sake of uniformity, to the first night - the darkness described in vcr. 2.
-although this, being preceded by no day, had, properly
speaking, no evening.
The question of main interest in this formula repects the
meaning of the word day. That the Hebrew C;., is often used
for a period of indefinite extent, is undeniable. But so also
are the corresponding words in other languages. l We must
admit, however, that, in Hebrew usage, this indefinite application of the word is more common. The argument from
this source goes so far as to allow the word to be taken in
an extended sense when the context plainly requires it ; as
in oh. 2: 4, but not arbitrarily. For the literal understanding
1 Compare the Greek
A wiful man in hi. dog.

OOV;/'IOII ~p.ap;

the Latin, diu doMJit; and the Engli'h,
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of the word, it hal!! been urged that, in the first clause of the
verse, it must be taken literally. But this argument is not decisive ; since, upon any interpretation, the meaning of =;'1 in
the two clauses is undeniably different. In the first, it excludes the evening; in the second, it includes it. In such a
case, mere juxtaposition is of no account,l The true difficulty is the emphatic ascription to each day of an evening
and a morning. This, in our view, forbids us to understand
these days immediately in the sense of indefinite periods of
time. We cannot think that this difficulty is fully met by
assigning to the words evening and morning a purely metaphorical sense, as is done by Prof. Lewis and others. That
the difficulties in the way of compressing the whole work of
creation into six literal days, of twenty-four hours each, are
insuperable, we most firmly belieV'e. We think, however,
that the solution is to be found, not in forcing upon the word
0;'1 the meaning of indefinite time, limited as it is by the ascription to it of an evening and a morning, but rather in tlte
a;nalogy ofprophecy, which employs the common designations
of time, such as day, week, month, to symbolize higher periods. This subject we reserve for fuller eonsidemtion in a
subsequent Article.

vs. 6-8. And God said, Let there be a firmament in the midst of the
waters: And let it divide between waters and waters. And God made the
firmament, and divided between the waters which were below the firmament, and the waters which were above the firmament: and it was so. And
God called the firmament Heaven: And there was evening, and there was
morning, a second day.
The Heb. ~'IP''' originally signified something beat out, as a
metallic plate. Hence it came to be used for the blue expanse
of heaven, whieh is spread out over our heads. What was
the exact conception of the Hebrews respecting its nature,
or whether they had any such conception, we cannot say.
The words of Elihu to Job: "Canst thou, with him, spread
out the skies strong, like a molten mirror? "2 are not to be
taken as a philosophical account of their substance. They
1 Compare Zech. 14: 6-11.

2

Job 37: 18.
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simply convey the idea of their "ability (compare the Greek
aTEPEOJJI4, and the Latin jirmamen/v:m) and their .plendor.
In this azure vault God has placed the heavenly bodies,
vs. 14, 17; the fowls fly above the earth, on ite face; that is,
along under it, as if skimming ita surface, ver. 20 ; and it
constitutes a permanent division between the waters above
and below itself (Heb. ;~:r~ """1, aM let it be dividiflg', where
the participle denotes continued action). The waters under
the firmament, are those on the earth's surface. The waters
above the firmament are not, directly, the clouds; but rather
that invisible storehouse of waters whence the clouds are,
from age to age, supplied. The idea of water rising from the
earth in the shape of mist,1 and perhaps of clouds also,· was
familiar to the Hebrews; but this belonged to the waters
VlllfJe,. the firmament. Though we need not take the word
Win.dowl, in the account of the deluge,' in a literal sense, it
is still certain that the forty days' rain is represented as coming from the waters alJove the firmament, described in the
present passage. And it is in the same waters that God
" layeth the beams of his chambers ;" that is, his heavenly
palace.'
Such seems to be the representation of the sacred writer.
And now what is there in this at which modern science can
justly take offence? Is it that he describes the firmament
as an outspread vault, in which are placed the sun, moon,
and stars? This is spoken according to appearance, just
as we continue to speak of the sun as rising and setting, although we have learned that his motion exists only to our
senses. Is it that he places an inexhaustible reservoir of
water above our heads? That God has such a reservoir there,
is certain; for he has been pouring down rain from it for
six thousand years, and yet it is not spent. Whether all tho
waters of this reservoir were laid up at the beginning, or
I Gen. 2: 6.
s 1 Kings 18: 44, where, however, the original words: t:!'I:! :"'1\"', ascendingjrom
tlae lea, do not necesslLrily mean anything more thlLD C01IIiny up from the lea npOIl
&be land.
I Oen. 7: 11. 8: 2.
6 PI. 1~: 3.
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whether he is continually supplying them anew, and how
this supply is effected - these are questions for science, with
which the inspired penman does not concern himself; nor is
it necessary to suppose that he had any exact ideas on the
subject. But why, it may be asked, did he not speak of this
storehouse of waters as diffused thruuglt the firmament, instead of placing it above it ? We answer: This would have
been to convert the firmament of sense into the atmosphere
of science, and phenomenon into natural philosophy; which,
doubtless, God could have done, but did not see fit to do.
The essential facts represented by placing these waters above
the firmament, are: that they are invisible to our senses;
that the firmament sustains them in their place above the
earth, so that they are kept separate from the waters on its
surface; and that from them an inexhaustible supply of rain
is furnished. These facts remain valid for all ages and for
all stages of science. Science resolves the st.ar-spangled
vauU of heaven into an atmosphere. Thus it ceases to be at
any definite distance above the earth. It is no more forty
miles above it, than it is forty rods. Hence, as Prof. Turner
remarks, these waters may still be said, in popular language,
"to be above the firmament, although at no very great elevation from the earth, because above that part of it in which
birds usually fly." 1 This is one of the many instance8
where science furnishes its own adjustment to unscientific
phenomenal language.
Va. 9, 10. And God said, Let the waters be gathered together from under the heavens unto one place, and let the dry land appear: and it was
BO. And God ealled the dry land Earth; nnd the gathering together of the
waten called he SeM j and God saw that it was good.

From under tlte heavens (Heb. Q~':~t} 1"\1j~';); that is, from
being spread abroad under the whole heavens. There is no
Unto
necessity for taking nljr:l~ in the sense of:' nlJr:l~.
one place. The meaning is not that there shall be one sea,
in opposition to many (for the gathering together of the we..
Turner on Genesis, Note (7), p. 133, where he answers Pfeiffer's objections
this view.

1
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ters is called &as) j but that the sea shall occupy one place,
and the dry land another j in other words, that each shall
have its own separate place. This part of the narrative
needs no further grammatical elucidation. It has a most
important bearing on the question of the time occupied by
these Mosaic days, which will be considered hereafter.
VI. 1I-1lI. And God said, Let the earth bring forth gr&II, herb yielding
MOO, and fruit-tree bearing fruit after ita kind, wbose seed ia in it8elf upon
the earth: and it was 10. And the earth brought forth gra.... herb yielding seed after its kind, and tree bearing fruit, whose seed ia in itself, after
ita kind: and God laW that it wu good. And there wu evening, and
there was morning, a third day.

Here begins a new order of thing'll, the product of God's
creative power, in the highest sense of the words. Hitherto,
all has been dead matter. Now, by the fiat of the Almighty,
the earth, which has been separated from the waters, is
clothed with vegetable life. The sacred writer divides the
vegetable kingdom into three classes: ~~1, tender grass, for
the use of cattle, where the seed does not come into account j 1 ,~! ~~!~';1 ::~~, herb yielding seed, such as the different grains and pulse, where the seed is the most important
part j and ~!' ,,~, ~!' r~, fruit-tree bearing fruit. The fruit
he again distinguishes from the seeds of herbs by the addition 'b-",:,! .,~~ , whose seed u in itself; for here it is neither
the green herbage, nor the seed, but the fruit enveloping the
seed, that comes into account. This is to be regarded as a
popular division, in reference to the wants of men and animals, and not an exhaustive scientific division. The words
r.~!!!, upon the eart/L, refer to the fruit-tree, with its enumerated properties; and they indicate its pennaneney, 8.8
standing upon the earth from year to year.
The word i~,?~, after its kind, is connected, in the 11th
verse, with the fruit-tree alone; but, in the 12th verse, with
the herb also; and is manifestly to be understood as in:lieating the universal law of the vegetable world, as it does aC·
I

Not

::~, !I~;'"

in ("onstruction,

{JorulI1J1I t"'prov,

Sept.; that is,!I"t!fI hl!l-bn!Jll

0/ plllnl., ~';tr~~; to the Mll80retic accents. This impedes, instCILd of facilitating, the acnso.
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terwards that of the animal. The primitive Divine plan for
all organic life, written as with a sun-beam upon the face of
the Mosaic narrative, is that of species produced at their be- \
ginning by God's creative power, and each propagating itself after its kind. In this respect, the harmony between
revelation and science is absolute. Every tree, every plant,
every fern, every sea-weed; every beast, bird, fish, insect, is
found to be after its kind. Many species are capable of variation, within certain limits; but no such thing exists in nature as the transmutation of one species into anolher, or the
permanent confusion of species by hybrid mixtures. l
The theory of original panzoic germl, possessed of unlimited " elasticity and adaptability," and capable of taking upon themselves new forms and characters, according to the
outward conditions to which i hey are subjected; so that from
them have come, by an endless series of metamorphoses, all
the protean forms of living things that now occupy the earth,
or have occupied it in past ages, man himself inciuded,this" development theory," we may safely turn over to the
hands of such men as Hugh Miller and Charles Lyell, contenting ourselves with the unequivocal testimony of both
Scripture and science, that sea-weeds were originally made
sea-weeds, and trees, trees, after their kind.~
There is another point, on which we wish to add a few
words. When Moses rcpresents the earth as bringing fortll,
at God's command, grass, herbs and trees after their kiM, it
is manifest that his design is not to describe the particular
1 For a good summary of the re<nlts of science on this point. we wonlll refer
the J'('hrler to the last edition of Lyell's Elements of Geololq, Chapters XXXIII.
to XL'lCVI. indusive. The testimony of Lyell is the more valuable, b~cl\n8e it
is aJto~"Cther independent of theological qnestions, and rests npon purely scientific gronnds.
2 Prof Lewis rejects as atheism" a development theory whi~h has no divine
ori~nation;" and adds that one" which a~knowled6"C8 only onc divine origin at
tion, and this from tbe logical necessity of gctting' a 8tarting-point for phy~icn
spcculBtion, is lUI neBr to atheism as it can be." Bnl he thinks that" a develop
men! theo~y in the sense of species from species, as well as inllividual from individual," by r~prntcd .. Divine int~rpo"itions." .. may bc as pious R8 nny other."
(Six Days of Creation. Chap. XVII. p. 215) That it m:ly be so p" Ie we do noC
doubt. But it is a hypothesis which has neither Scripture nor scienec in its favor .
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manner in which the first plants of each species were formed,
but rat her to state tile laws of tI,e vegetable world, established
by God when he called it into being, and remaining valid
through its whole duration. It is the plan of vegetable life,
with its diffel't'ut "typical forms," which we of the present
day see operating before our eyes - the earth bringing forth
plantE', which have their roots fixed in its 80il and a nature
adapted to its nat.ucr., so that they draw their nourishment
from it- it i.. this plan which he sets forth a8 the product of
creative power. "\\·hen, leaving this idea, we fall upon the
question !tow the fir;;t individual plants were brought into
being-whether, for example, they were created outright in
full maturity; or whether their embryo germs were created
in the earth; or whether, according to the opinion of Prof.
Lewis, the creation consisted of "seminal principles," lying
back of all outward organization-we travel out of the
record, and are no longt'r upon the field of revelation, but
upon that of human t;peculation. One opinion may be
more probabl£' than another; but it is still only an opinion,
and not an interpretation of the Mosaic narrative. Created
life is thp mystery of mysteries. We naturally conceive of it
as an invisible formative power, manifesting itself in and
through visible material organizations. And since these organizations have their dim'rent specific forms and properties,
which arc incapable of being permam'ntly confounded 'with
each other, we justly assume original differences in their
" seminal principles;" in other words, that all living things
are, not in outward form alone, but also in inward essence,
each after its kind. To suppose that life consists in any juxtapo~ition and arrangement of the original atoms of matter,
is sheer materialism. But who shall t;ay, on the other hand,
that it existed, in its beginning, a single moment, without
connection with matter, or without putting forth its formative powers upon matter? Who shall presume to tell how
the great Creator constituted its connection with matter?
Was it by creating it in matter, in a local sense, and leaving
it to draw to itself and arrange its atoms, one by one? Or
did he create the life and its organized material body
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(whether in au embryo or a perfect state) together? When
we attempt to answer these questions, "we cannot order our
speech by reason of darkne!ls." We follow up the stream of
life a little way, to the thick darkness where God is; and
there we can only put off our shoes from our feet, and worship him that liveth forever and ever, out of whose unseen
bosom have sprung all theBe wondrous forms of living beauty.
The only passage which seems to describe the manner in
which the first plants were formed is Gen. 2: 0, rendered, in
our version : "And every plant of the field before it was in
the earth, and every herb of the field before it grew." But
it is generally agreed, among Hebrew scholars, that the right
translation is: "And no plant of the field was yet in the
earth, and no herb of the field yet grew," as the Syriac has
it. Compare, for this UBe of the particle =~t;, Ex. 10: 7,
"Dost thou not yet know('~r:J =';t;,=!) that Egypt is destroyed?"
Also Josh. 2: 8," And they had not yet lain down (j~:l~~~=j~),
and the woman went up to them upon the roof."
Similar
cases are 1 Sam. 3: 3. Isa. 66: 24. 1
We have one more remark to offer, which applies alike to
the animal and vegetable kingdoms. No man acquainted
wiUl the facts of geology, will venture to deny that not only
many species of plants and animals, but many genera, and
even entire orders, flourished during their appointed day,
long before the creation of man, and then became extinct,
1 The proper meaning of !:~.t). is, not yd, Lat. nondum; and of l:'lt1.:l! , while not
yet, that is, ~fore, a8, tm:~ b~~~ , while I shall not yet die, i. e. ~f~r~ i die, Gen.
27: 4. By a sort of breviloquence b!.~. is used three times for =-:,'q.:l! j twice
before the second of two verbs immedi~tely connected with each othc~ i'; tile true
ordl!r riftime, thus: ".And the people took their dongh /Hifore 1't ID<U kavened (=':.'q.
t~I1~) Ex. 12: 34. Had the second action been named first, it would have stj)od
thus; 'with the insertion of a ',: ".And their dongh had not yet ~en leavened (clt;
j'l;:") ~), and the people took it j" precisely as in the example already given, Josh.
2:
So also Josh. 3: 1. The only case of t:.':.~. in the sense of before, where the
8ecmld verb iu the order of time stands firBl, is ·Ps. 119: 67: "Before I was a1Hicted (:-:~.~.~ =-;:q.) I went astray," which seems to be a simple inversion of the two
clauses'; In the passage in question, Gen. 2: 5, we follow De Wette and Tuch in
rendering vs. 4 and 5, thus: "These [that follow] are the generations of the
heavens aDd the earth, when they were created. In the day when Jehovah God
made earth and heaven, then no plant of the field was yet in the earth," etc.
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while new llpecies, genera, and orders took their place. Now
thil! is entirely consil!ltent with the MOMic nanative, which
asserts only the el!tablillhment of the vegetable kingdom,
with ita laws, on the third day, leaving UII at full liberty to
believe, if we shall find evidence for so doing, that old fonDS
of vegetable life gave place, from time to time, to new forms,
better adapted, we may suppose, to the altered physiealstate
of the globe. This, however, does not imply any transmutation of old species into new, by the operation of nature herself. Until man, the crowning work of God, was made,
creation was not finished, and he might COfItiflUe to -fold
his plan of vegetable life, according to its original and immutable laws, while he added that of animal life, in its several departments, on the fifth and sixth day!!. The same reo
mark holds good of the fifth day's work as related to that of
the sixth.
VS. 14-16. And God aaid: Let there be lights in the finnamentoC the
heaTen!, to diTide between the day and the night; and let them be Cor signs,
and for IIeUOns, and for days and yean. And let diem be ~r ligb4B in the
finDament of the heaT6IUI to giTe light upon the earth: and it wu I(). And
God made the two great lightl; the greater light for &he dominion or the
day, and the Ie. light for the dominion of the night; and the stan. .And
God placed them in the firmament oC the heavens to give light upon the
earth, and to rule over the day and OTer the night, and to divide between
the lighl and the darkn_: and God AW that it wu good. And there was
evening, aDd there was morning, a fouth day.

Let there be lights. The word in the original is n;,~, luminaries, different from the word _.,~, light, in its substance, which is used in vs.3--5. We may, however, retain
the Saxon word lights, in the sense of luminaries, as this is
good usage, and occasions no ambiguity.
In the firmament of the heavens. As the writer is giving
an account of the formation of the earth, it is generally
agreed that he takes the position of a spectator on its surface,
and describes things according to their appearances from
that point of view. On the fourth day, God places the
heavenly bodies in the firmament. Whether they were then
created materially, or whether, by a change in the constitution of th~ atmosphere, or by some other unknown operation
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they were caused to appear for the first time on that day, is
a scientific question back of the immediate phenomena,
while it is to these latter that Moses restricts himself, always
ascribing them to God's creative power.1 The heavenly
bodies are made, to him, when they are made to the earth ;
that is, when they first appear as recognizable objects. The
diffused light of the first day may have proceeded from the
sun, and this luminary may have been continually exerting
an influence upon the earth; but neither the light nor the influence could have been connected with the SUll'S being,
without a revelation from God in scientific form ; that is,
going back of the phenomena to explain the manner of their
existence. If one insists that the Sull and moon were created
materially on the fourth day, he must maintain the same of
"the stars also;" for, in the original, the clause" and the
stars" (b~=?1;:i)r:!n~1), is in the accusative case, depending
immediately upon the verb" and he made ('''~,!,~).'' He must
hold that the whole material universe, with the exception of
our planet, was made out of nothing on the fourth day; a
supposition so contrary to the general analogy of God's operations, that it ought not to be admitted without a very decisive reason; while here, we have only the empty shadow of
a reason, coming from a false idea of the Mosaic narrative
as scientific, or rather as a mixture of the scientific with the
phenomenal. We do not supl>ose that Moses knew how the
heavenly bodies were made to appear in the firmament on
the fourth day, whether by the immediate creation of their
substance, or in some other way. It was enough for him
that God, by his Divine power, did somehow set them there,
to fulfil the offices assigned to them.s
See our remarkB above, pp. 762, 763.
This view of the fourth day's work is now so common that it is unnecessary
to quote authorities. In mllintaining thllt the whole plan and course of the record
decides for the actual creation (wirkliche Schopfung) of the heavenly bodies on
the fonnh day, and that it is not limply a statement of their dt.tination and re/a·
ti01l8 to the earth, Gabler (Introduction to Eichhorn's Urgeschichte, VoI.ll. p. 209)
is as right, as he is wrong in maintaining that the record itself is a poetic myth.
Only we mnst look upon this aetna! crelltion from a phenomenal, IlUd not from /I
ICifntijic position.
1
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For sigm and for ,easom, and for day, aM years. These
words have exercised the ingenuity of commentatol'8 not a
little. According to some, whom Bush follows,1 we are to
understand by signs (r"Ihic), ,.emarkable appearfMICes in the
heavenly bodies, as "eclipses of the sun and moon, comets,
meteors, falling stars, etc.," portending extraordinary events.
Compare our Saviour's words: " And there shall be eigne
in the sun, and in the moon, and in the stars." S But the context here decides for ordinary and regularly recurring signs.
Others, as Tuch,' translate thus: " For signs both for seasons
and for days and years;" taking 1-' as equivalent to the
Latin et - et, both - and. This is an uncertain usage of ,.
Others again, as Gesenius,t with whom Prof. Turner agrees,1i
understand a kendiady,: "signs and seasons," for "signs
of seasonS:" This is, for substance, the idea; yet we need
not assume a direct hendiadys, which is always a doubtful
figure. Sigm may be taken as a general term, to which are
subjoined, for a fuller unfolding of its meaning, specific terms
comprehended under it. So Jer. 36: 27, " After that the
king had burned the roll and the words which Baruch wrote
at the mouth of Jeremiah." &asons (c~'1~i'!l) are those fixed
times which are marked by the course of the heavenly bodies,
as months, and weeks, and seasons of the year appropriate
to particular operations, whether of man or of nature.
The two great lights. It is 'well remarked by Tuch,s that
the writer, in accordance with his general plan, intentionally
avoids naming the sun and moon. Had he filled out the narrative, he would have added: "And God called the greater
light Sun, and the less light he called Moon."
7b rule over the day - the night. To regulate their extent
and divisions, as well as their uniform alternation. The
words have no astrological meaning, but rather a poetic cast.
V 8. 20-28. And GOO said: Let the waters swarm with creeping things,
living souls; and let fowls fly above the earth, on the face oftbe finnament
of the heavens. And God created the great dragons and every living 1IOu!
1
8

t

Notes on Genesis in 10(,0.
Kommentar tiber die Gene9is in loco.
On Genesis, Part IL Note (Sl, p. 13•.

I
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Luke 21: 25.
Lexicon under the word t1;lI..
Kommentar, ubi supra.
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that moveth, with which the watel'll lwarmed after their kind; and every
winged fowl after its kind: and God eaw that it was good. ADd there was
evening, and there was morning, a fifth day.

The earth being now supplied with the direct light and
heat ofthe sun, is fitted to be the abode of animallife.1 Accordingly, at God's command, the waters now teem with aquatic animals, and the air is filled with the feathered tribes.
Let the waters swarm with creeping things (n~ O"~l':! ~lr::t!;);
more literally, "Let the waters creep with creeping things.
n1:J, like ~~, is to be taken collectively, and is the indirect
object of srr.~~. This verb is always intransitive, and
takes, like other verbs of abmmding, the accusative of that
with which anything abounds.!l
It will be in place here to consider the different usages of
the nouns n~ and izl~;, with their cognate verbs. According to Jarchi, "every living thing which is not high above
the ground, is called r;~" (r"c 'I.,P T'P0 P' 0lJJ lilPC If') "))7 ~, ) :
and he specifies flies, ants, beetles, worms j the weasel, mouse,
snail, and other like creatures, and allfishes.a This definition
agrees with scriptural usage. The word includes the small
land animals that move with a low creeping motion, such as
weasels, chameleons, and lizards (Lev. 11: 29,30) j also
" all flying creeping things" ("I":;' n~ ~~), as bats, grasshoppers, and the like (Lev. 11: 20-23) ; and finally, as in the
present passage, all aquatic reptiles and fishes, at least the
smaller fishes (Lev. 11: 9, 10), where the words, "of all that
move in the waters," are, in the original, O"~l:! nl1J ;~~).
'r-'!J is used with n~, as its cognate verb, in the phrase:
II The creeping thing that creepeth upon the ground" (n~n
1 On this point see Prof. Dana's remarks in the Bib. Sacro. for J annary of the
present yeaf, p. 11S.
~ It might be taken B.S II. cognate accnsative, but the same construction is found
with other nouns; B.S, "The river shall swarm with frogs," Ex. 7: 2S (English
version, 8: 3). Compare for this use of the accusative snch phrases as the following: "The mountains shall drop with meet win~ (t:'~:I! w'"'):;l? ~I:~",)), and the
hills ahall folD lDith milk (::!~i1 :-:~::~t:::), and all the channels of Judo.h shall folO
with water (c~'q l'1~::~t:::); Joel 4: 'lS (English version, 3: IS): ".And mine eye
shall ron down with 'tears" (:-::I!l:i~ '~'~. '111;.1); Jer. 13: 17.
• Commentary on Genesis in ioco.
.
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then, as here, of abounding, like the reptile
races. In this sense it is used absolutely of animals, Gen. 8:
17, and of man, Gen. 9: 7.
According to Jarchi ~~ denotes low animals that seem
as if they crawled, because their gait (p'~n) is not noticed.
The' full Hebrew division of the irrational land animals is into wild beasts (M~~), cattle (rr-;l:!~), creeping tllings (~., ),
and fowls (=1;' or "'\iD~) ; 1 but frequently bea8ts and cattle
are included in one term.1 When ~~ stands alone, it denotes moving things generally.' n~, 'as already shown, is
used of land reptiles, as well as of aquatic reptiles and fishes
generally. But~." as denoting a particular cltus of animals, is used only of those that move on the ground. See
below.
t.~, has the same usage as its cognatel:l~., , with which,
as also with n~, it is frequently joined. It is used once of
beasts of prey creeping forth at night from their lairs. 4
Living souls (M:M t:~~ collectively), that is, living creatures.
According to the accents, these words stand in apposition
Some prefer to render creeping swarms of living
to n~.
beings.
And let fowls jly (::~~~ :;i~1 ). This simple and literal rendering spares us the vain inquiry why the waters, and not
the land, should have produced the fowls. According to ver.
22, the fowls "multiply in the earth;" and according to
2:19, they are formed "out of the ground." The proper signification of ~i' is fowl; yet from Lev. 11: 20-23, it appears,
as Prof. Bush has remarked, that the word ~i, was applied
by the Hebrews to all jlying animals, as bats, grasshoppers,
etc., and fiying insects generally.
The great dragons. We render the Hebrew C~"~r.) dragons,
in accordance with the usage of our translators elsewhere.
It is sometimes used of serpents, Ex. 7: 9, 10, 12; at other
- - - - - - - -------------

1 Gen. I: 24 compared with v. 20. 7: 14, 23. Pe. 148: 10.

Gen. 6: 7, 20. I Kings 5: 13. Ezek. 38: 20.
• Gen 9: 3; and so of all 1Iwl'ing things in tbe water, "small and great animals."
Pe. 104: 25. Hab. 1: U. Compare also PR. 69: 35 (English version, 69: 34) :" The
seas, and all that moves in them" (1::lI 'DI::'-:'::').
t Ps. 104: 20.
T
T,
I
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times, of the crocodile, Ez. 29: 3; but here it seems to denote
large sea-monsters generally. The article points out the
" great dragons" as well-known objects.
God blessed them, saying. Here, as throughout the narrative, God's words are deeds.
Geology shows that the work of the fifth day had two
great subdivisions: the marine era, including molluscs, corals,
and fishes; and the amphibian era, that of reptiles and birds.1
Nor is this in the least inconsistent with the Mosaic record,
which gives us the whole of the Divine work on each successive day; but names its subdivisions in the case of only
two days, - the third and the sixth; where there was a
special reason for so doing, growing out of the distinct nature
of the operations recorded.
Vs. 24, 25. And God said: Let the earth bring forth living souIs after
their lcind j cattle and creeping things, and beasts of the earth after their
kind : and it was so. And God made the beasts of the earth after their
kind, and the cattle after their kind, and all the creeping things of the
ground after their kind: and God saw tilat it W88 good.

Let the earth bring forth. The earth is said to bring forth
living souls, in the same sense in which we now say that it
produces animals. They have their origin upon it, and are
nourished from its products. It is not the particular mode in
which the first animals were formed, which the inspired historian has in mind, but the great laws of animal production
valid for all time. At the command of Jehovah, the earth
then began to produce the land animals after their kind, and
it has continued to produce them ever since. All speculation
as to the manner in which God formed the first animals of
each species, are extra-scriptural. We can affirm nothing
concerning them, except that they came into being by an act
ofGod's creative power. Prof. Lewis justly criticises Milton's image:" Now half appeared
The tawny lion pawing to get free
His hinder parts."
1 See Bib. Sacra, as above, pp. 118, 119.
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The same criticism lies againet every attempt to give the
/towJ of their formation.
Living '0018. In the original M~r:! ~a. living 1OUl, the
singular standing to represent the whole class. The same is
true of the terms which follow. We may conveniently render
them into the plural. M~r:! 't~?, includes the whole creation
of the sixth day, man excepted. It is then distributed, after
the Hebrew manner, into ~r:!', cottle, that is, tame beasts;
1:1;;. creeping things, that is, small land-animals that move
with a low creeping motion (notn~, which is applied to the
aquatic reptiles and fish of the fifth day); and nll$-if'\~r:!. beast,
oJ the earih, that is, wild beasts. For the form if'I~, which
stands instead of f'\~r:!, anu is repeatedly copied by later Hebrew writers, see Roediger's Heb. Gram. ~ 88. 3.
The sixth day introduced the era of mammals, the highest
type of animal organization. Geology shows that the work
of this day, also, before man's creation, had its subdivisions
and progress towards the existing order of things; a fact
which we have shown to be in entire hannony with the Mosaic record.1

v..

26-28. And God Mid: Let us make man in our image, after our
likene!l8; and let them have dominion over the &h of the lie&, and over the
fowl of the heavens, and over the cattle, and over all the earth, and over all
the moving things that move upon the earth. And God created the man in
hit image, in the image of God created he him; male and female created he
them. And God bl_ed them, and God said to them : Be fruitful, and multiply, and fill the earth, and subdue it ; and have dominion over the fish of
the II8&, and over the fowl of the heavens, and over all the living creatnrea
that move upon the earth.

Let US make man. The form of this narrative is, throughout, adapted to impress us with the idea of man's immeasurable dignity and elevation above the irrational animals.
Hitherto God has simply said: "Let the waters swarm with
creeping things;" " Let the earth bring forth living souls."
Now he says: Let us rnake ma-n. The words seem to imply mutual counsel, and their true interpretation has been a
matter of much controversy.
1

See Bib. Sacra, as above, p. 126.
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Some have explained the plural here as conformed to the
usage of human dignitaries. But such a usage in Moses's
day is altogether uncertain.1 Besides, it does not apply to
the words: "Behold, the man is become as one of u.s," 3:
22. Though one should assume, as many do, that Moses
has brought together, in the first three chapters of Genesis,
two distinct documents, written by two distinct authors, still
he could not reasonably suppose that the "u.s" of 3: 22,
has for its foundation any other idea than the first person
plural of the present passage.
Others suppose that God here addresses the angelic hosts
who surround his throne; not that they can have any proper
share in the work of creation, either as counsellors or as actors; but that thus Jehovah communicates to them his plan
in regard to the creation of man, that it may receive the joyous approbation of their understanding and will. One might
perhaps adduce, as parallel, the narrative 1 Kings 22: 19-22.
But that is wholly poetic, and besides, it relates to a work
in which created beings could be employed.
More satisfactory is the opinion of Hengstenberg and others, that both the plural tN'f~~, and the plural forms. here
and elsewhere, indicate the fulness of God's powers," the
extent, riches, and glory of his nature." "The one God,"
he adds, "comprehends multiplicity in himself." ~ Yet this
is a very inadequate explanation of the remarkable phrase
~)~~ "l!~:r, as one of us. Equally inadequate is Tuch's explanation, after Hitzig, that the plural here denotes reflection
and self-solicitation, as if God addressed himself! They,
certainly, have the best of the argument who suppose that
we have here an intimation of that great doctrine on which
the whole plan of redemption hinges, the trinity of persons
in the Godhead. They who reject this doctrine will, of
course, deny all reference to it in the present passage. But
to those who receive it as the central truth of Christianity, it
1 See a review of the passages on which this opinion is hased in Turner on
Genesis, Note (9), pp. 140, 141.
S Genuineness of the Pentateuch, Edinburgh translation, Vol. I. pp. 310, 311.
I Uber die Genesis in loco.
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cannot appear surprising that some obscure hints of it should
have appeared in the very earliest communications of God
to man. This is altogether in accordance with the analog
of Divine revelation. We mean not that the doctrine of the
Trinity can be proved from such hints 8.8 those contained in
the Mosaic narrative, but that its subsequent revelation
expiainl these hints.
In our image, after our likenu6. The image of God lies
in man's spiritual nature, which Moses here brings prominently to view. Elsewhere he teaches that man's body
was formed, like the bodies of beasts and birds, of " the dust
of the ground." This body of flesh and blood cannot bear
God's image, except in a sense altogether secondary, as symbolizing, by its upright, majestic, and beautiful form, the
character of the soul that inhabits it. The soul itself must
be the real seat of God's image. This image is all which
constitutes man a rational and moral being, the accountable
subject of God's law, and capable of knowing God and
holding fellowship with him. We cannot, in the present connection, restrict it to the actual possession of holiness. It is
rather a moral nature capable of holiness. When man had
fallen, he still retained the natural image of God, with the
possibility of recovering, through grace, his moral image; and
for this reason his life was guarded by the highest earthly
sanction: "Whoso sheddeth man's blood, by man shall his
blood be shed ; for in the image of God made he man." 1
And Let them have dominion. It is by no arbitrary act that
the dominion of this lower world is conferred upon man.
Because he is made in the image of God, and therefore capable of exercising dominion over the irrational animals, they
are committed to his hand, and he is put in possession of
" all the earth," as his lawful patrimony.
And over aU the moving thing, that, move "JHJ'f' the earth
(n~:;;~ 1::~~r; 1::~~~-;~:r~), ver. 26 j and ver. 28 : " And ovet' all
the living creatures that move upon the earth (l'\~~~:; M~Jr;~1,..~~:;;~). The position of ill~; in ver.26, after the clause and
over all the earth, shows that it does not describe a Cia66 of
1 GilD.
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land animals, as in vs. 24, 2t); but is rather a general term
for all moving things (see above notes on vs. 24, 25).
For this reason, in ver. 28, ~~ is substituted for it, in the
sense of living creatures generally. Compare Gen. 8: 17.
Lev. 11: 46, etc.
And God created tke man. "The man" stands here as the
representative of human nature.
Male mui femak. In the case of the irrational animals, the
creation of male and female is tacitly implied; but in the
case of rational man, it is expressly named, because of the
high moral relations which it involves. For the same reason
the formation of woman from man is subsequently described,
the moral significancy of which the inspired penman himself
gives.
And God blessed them. The· blessing of God bestowed
npon moral beings, nnder a system of pure law, implies
their perfect rectitude. The happy pair had both the natural
and the moral image of God.
VI. 29, 80. And God aid: Behold I have given to you every herb
yielding seed, which is UPOIl the face of all the earth; and every tree in
which ia the fruit of a tree yielding Beed: to you it shall be for food. And
to all the beastll of the earth, and to all the fowl of the heavens, and to every
thing that creepeth upon the earth, in which is a living soul [I have given],
all green herbage for food: and it WIIS so.

God gives to man seed-bearing plants, and fruit-trees, for
his sustenance; and to the irrational tribes all green herbage; in the original : :l~;! I'~;-,~, all the greenness of herbs,
grasses being especially intended. The true explanation of
this latter clause is, that God simply specifies that part of the
vegetable kingdom which is unsuitable for human food, as
given to the animals. To say nothing of the carnivorous
races, it certainly does not mean to teach that all the irrational animals and birds are to feed on grasses and green
herbage alone. In this passage, no grant is made to man of
animal food, and all attempts to torture the text till it should
utter such a grant, have proved unsuccessful
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V. 81. And God laW every thing that he bad made, and behold i\ WIllI
very good. And there was evening, and there was morning, the sixth day.

It was very good. He no longer says "good," but" very
good," because God's creation is a whole; and it is not till
all the parts are finished, that each particular part can attain
to its highest excellence.
TI,e sixth day (~~~" ci~). The article is now added
for the first time, to indicate this as the day on which the
work of creation was completed. For the syntax, see Roediger, § 109.2. a. i Nordheimer, § 724. IL Note.
Ch. II. TIl· 1-8. And the heaveDJ and the earth were finished, and all
their bost. And God finished, on the seventb day, his work which he made;
and he reated on the IleTenth day from all his work which he made. And
God bl68l!ed the IleTenth day, and sanctified it i because that in it he reat.ed
from all hit work which God created to make.

AU their Iwn. Tuch remarks that this is the only passage
in which the word M~~ includes earthly objects along with
the heavenly host. It denotes the orderly marshalling and
arrangement of all created things in heaven and earth. The
same idea belongs to the Greek KOt7IJ-Q1;, and the Latin ",uruius.
And God finished, on the seventh day, hu work which he
made. The reading "sixth day," of the Samaritan Pentateuch, the Septuagint, and the Syriac, is justly thought to be
an emendation for the purpose of avoiding a supposed inconsistency. The language is simply loose: "God finished, on
the seventh day, his work which he made," for, God brought
his work to an end when the seventh day came, so as not to
continue it on that day.
He rested on the seventh day; namely, in a special sense,
from the work of creating the world, having already completed it. That he rested from all exercise of creative power,
is neither asserted nor implied.
And God blessed the seventh day, and sanctified it. The only
natural interpretation of these words is, that God blessed
and sanctified the seventh day at the time when he rested
from the work of creation. When God had made the aquatic animals he blessed them: he blessed the land animals
also, and man, at the time of their creation. He instituted
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marriage, moreover, at the very time when he symbolized the
marriage relation by giving to Adam bone of his bone, and
flesh of his flesh. Why now should one maintain, in the
face of all these analogies, that these words mean: God
blessed and sanctified the Sabbath some twenty-five hundred years afterwards, at the giving of the law upon Sinai,
unless he has a preconceived theory to maintain 1 We do·
not mean that all the particular precepts of the Mosaic law
respecting the Sabbath belonged to it from the beginning i
but that it was, from the beginning, a day consecrated to God,
and, therefore, according to its true idea., a day of rest from
worldly toil, and joyous contemplation of God's character
and works. The arguments by which the existence of the
Sabbath from the beginning, may be maintained, our li.-its..
will not permit us to review here. We have simply presented that drawn from the passage under coDsideration.
The bearing of these words on the question cODcerning the
six Mosaic days of creation, we reserve for consideration in
a subsequent Article, as also the very significant omission of
the formula: "And there was evening, and there was moming," by which the close of each of the preceding six days.
has been indicated.

ARTICLE V.
BASHAN, ITURlEA, KENATH.
By Rev. J. L. Porter, Missionary at Damascus.
~

1.

BASHAN.

IN the Bible, this word is always written i'a}~, but has
sometimes the article. The general form, in the LXX., is
Bauav, though Bauav'T£~ is also used, Ez. 27: 6. In Josephus, we find the Greek form Ba7'avala. The latter was
VOL. XIIL No. 52.
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